DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

SAGAR DEY

SON / DAUGHTER OF

HARADHAN DEY

ROLL NO.

10930001

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1635970

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

PBMT-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
NARAYAN RONGPHAR

MR / MRS.

BAPURAM RONGPHAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

Registration No,

10930002

S1834544

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION

2022

TO COMMENCE ON

COAC-TH, PBMT-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
SURAJ DAS

MR / MRS.

CHANDAN DAS

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10930003

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1635997

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

COAC-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
ANJALI SAHANI

MR / MRS.

ANIL SAHANI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10930004

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1834454

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

BUCN-TH, COAC-TH, PBMT-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
NEHA KUMARI THAKUR

MR / MRS.

SANKAR THAKUR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10930005

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1834548

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

BUCN-TH, COAC-TH, PBMT-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
JINA HAW

MR / MRS.

DAVID HAW

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

10930006

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1834517

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

PBMT-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
ABINASH NAG

MR / MRS.

SASHI NAG

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

11330001

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1708624

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

PBMT-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
SUDIPTA BORAH

MR / MRS.

MOHI KANTA BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12530001

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1834980

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

BECO-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
SWAPAN PURKAYASTHA

MR / MRS.

ARJUN PURKAYASTHA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

12630001

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1724359

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

COAC-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
MR / MRS.

UTPOL BORAH

SON / DAUGHTER OF

NABAJYOTI BORAH

ROLL NO.

12630002

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1724369

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

PBMT-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
SHUVANKAR BAIDYA

MR / MRS.

SADHAN BAIDYA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

Registration No,

12630003

S1724331

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION

2022

TO COMMENCE ON

COAC-TH, PBMT-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
CLEMENT TIGGA

MR / MRS.

JONASH TIGGA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

16330001

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1630840

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

COAC-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
PRABIN GOYARY

MR / MRS.

PUTU GOYARY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

16330002

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1844195

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

BUCN-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
PRAVATI BEHERA

MR / MRS.

MANCHID BEHERA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22030001

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

Registration No,

S1631654

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION

2022

TO COMMENCE ON

BUCN-TH, COAC-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
ANKON BARAT

MR / MRS.

ARUP BARAT

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

22930001

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1813078

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

BUCN-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
AMIT DEV NATH

MR / MRS.

AJOY DEV NATH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

23230001

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1631678

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

PBMT-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
KAJAL SINGH

MR / MRS.

DURGA SINGH

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

23230002

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1813335

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

BUCN-TH, COAC-TH, PBMT-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
UJJAL GOGOI

MR / MRS.

DINESH GOGOI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24030001

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1745939

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

BUCN-TH, BECO-TH, COAC-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
RAHUL SINGH BALMIKI

MR / MRS.

AMAR SINGH BALMIKI

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24130001

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1813441

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

COAC-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
BOBITA SABOR

MR / MRS.

BASANTA SABOR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

Registration No,

24630001

S1746068

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION

2022

TO COMMENCE ON

COAC-TH, PBMT-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
KIRAN SONAR

MR / MRS.

DIPAK SONAR

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24830001

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1745383

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

BUCN-TH, BECO-TH, COAC-TH, PBMT-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
VIPIN AGARWAL

MR / MRS.

VIJAY KUMAR AGARWAL

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

Registration No,

24830002

S1836221

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION

2022

TO COMMENCE ON

BECO-TH, PBMT-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
KUNDAN KR RAY

MR / MRS.

HARI CHARAN RAY

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24930001

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1632620

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

COAC-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
SAURAV BOSE

MR / MRS.

KALACHAN BOSE

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

24930002

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

Registration No,

S1836370

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION

2022

TO COMMENCE ON

BUCN-TH, COAC-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

DIBRUGARH

UNIVERSITY

ADMIT PROVISIONALLY
BIKESH MAURYA

MR / MRS.

DINESH MAURYA

SON / DAUGHTER OF
ROLL NO.

25930001

DIBRUGARH UNIVERSITY, to the
EXAMINATION ,
SUBJECTS :

2022

Registration No,

S1835550

of

B.COM. 2ND SEMESTER. EXAMINATION
TO COMMENCE ON

BECO-TH
* practical subjects are not printed on the admit card

Countersigned

Head of the Institution

Office Seal

Sd/Controller of Examination
Dibrugarh University

Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.
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Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.
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Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.
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Admitance shall automatically stand cancelled in case of violation of the Rules & Regulations of the Examinations
Instructions for the Candidates
01. The examination will commence on the date according to the Programme previously notified.
02. The Doors Of the Examination Hall will be opened on the morning of the first day , one hour before and in the afternoon and on the others
Days, 15 minutes earlier than the time appointed for this commencement of the examination. The Doors will be closed on each day 5 minutes
before the commencement of the examination after which no candidate will be admitted without the special permission of the
Officer-in-Charge . In no case a candidate shall be admitted or given a question paper more than 15 minutes after the examination has
commenced.
03. Candidates must take their seat at least 15 minutes before the time appointed for the commencement of the examination.
04. No Candidate shall be allowed to leave the Examination Hall until an hour has elapsed from the time when the papers are given out.
Except as here after provided, no candidate shall be allowed to re-enter the Examination Hall during the hours of examination after leaving it,
not to leave the hall without given up their answer papers.
A Candidate may, with the spec ial permission of the Officer-in-Charge, leave the Examination Hall temporarily for necessary purpose, but
only under the surveillance of a trustworthy person to be deputed by the Officer-in-Charge, under proper safeguards to render recourse to
unfair practices impossible.
Any Candidate having completed his/her answer paper, must hand it over answer paper, must hand it over, even if blank, to an invigilator
before leaving the Examination Hall. The answer paper must on no account be left on the desk. No candidate shall be allowed to remain in the
Examination Hall after the close of the examination, except to allow his/her answer paper to be collected by the invigilator.
05. Candidates are required to provide themselves with their own pens and pencils, dividers, pencil compasses and straight rules showing
centimeters and inches or other or wing implements when necessary for examination in particular subject like Geometry and Geography.
They may also provide themselves with protectors and set square for similar purposes. Squared papers for answering questions on graphs
will be supplied by the University.
06. Each candidate shall write on the cover of the answer book, only his/her University Registration Number and Roll Number but not his/her
name or the name of his/her college.
07. Candidates are forbidden to carry into the Examination H all or have in their possession while under examination any book, note paper,
writing scribbling or other materials except th eir Admit Cards, University Registration Receipts and any other writing requisites or drawing
implements. Any articles carried into the Examination Hall or found in the possession of a candidate in contravention of this rule shall be
liable to be seized by the Officer-in-Charge and the candidate shall be liable to expulsion.
08. A candidate, while under examination, shall not help or try to help any other candidate nor obtain any or try to obtain any help from any
other candidate or other person. Communication of any sort or in any form is strictly forbidden between candidate and any other person
whether inside or outside the Examination Hall.
A candidate requiring an additional answer book or the supply of ink or blotting paper or desiring permission to leave the room for
necessary purpose or desiring to give up his/her answer paper may call the attention of the invigilator by rising in his/her seat and without
making any noise or disturbance.
On no account, a candidate is permitted to speak to an invigilator on any matter with reference to any question or answer.
09. Candidates must not write any objectionable or improper remark in their answer papers or attempt in any way to render identification
on answer paper, imposable by given false name(s)or number(s)or intentionally omitting to state the correct name(s) or number(s).Candidates
must not write anything on any question paper or blotting paper or other or carry away any writing or scribbling from the Examination Hall.
10. Candidates are required to produce their Admit Card and Registration Receipt to sign their names as and when directed by the
Officer-in-Charge.
11. Candidates are required to observe strictly the rules laid down by the University for the conduct of examination and the guidance of
candidates.
12. Candidates are warned that any attempt to use any unfair means at the examination or any breach or attempted breach of these or other
examination rules will render them liable to expulsion by the Officer-in-Charge from the examination or any thereof and to such further
penalties as the Executive Council may determine.
13. Notwithstanding the issue of Admit Card ,the Executive Council shall have the right for any reason which may appear to them sufficient to
cancel the admission of any candidate to any examination whether befor e during or after the examination. The Executive Council may also
debar a candidate from appearing at any subsequent University examination or examinations. The decision of the Executive Council in
all cases shall be final.
14. Use of Mobile Phone,Digital Watch and other Eletronic Gadgets are strictly prohibited inside the Examination Hall.

